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PREFACE 

 

Dear Reader, 

As Vice-President Academic, I am pleased to express the 
support of First Nations University of Canada (FNUniv) for the 
first Cree Dictionary of Mathematical Terms.  This project, 
which was supported by an FNUniv Research Award, is a clear 
expression of the values and mission of our institution.  In 
1976, FNUniv was founded to preserve, protect and interpret 
the history, language, culture and artistic heritage of First 
Nations.  The Dictionary upholds the importance of Indigenous 
ways of knowing and understanding the world around us.  It 
also represents our commitment to preserving the Cree 
language for the coming generations, and to making accessible 
the knowledge needed for First Nations young people to 
succeed in their education and careers. 

This project also demonstrates FNUniv’s strong relationship 
with First Nations communities and knowledge-keepers.  The  

 

authors, FNUniv professors Willie Ermine, Arzu Sardarli and 
Ida Swan, worked with an Elder, a community member, 
students and other faculty to ensure the accuracy and 
usefulness of the text.  This collaboration will benefit teachers, 
students and parents for years to come. 

We are very proud of the visionary people who made this 
project a reality.  I hope that you enjoy using the Dictionary 
and sharing it with others. 

 

 

Dr. Bob Kayseas 

Vice-President Academic 
First Nations University of Canada 
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tânisi! 

This is the first Cree Dictionary of mathematical terms. The 
project coordinator Arzu Sardarli writes that this project “was a 
challenging two-year endeavor.” How true those words are 
especially when you consider that the people involved in 
translating English mathematical terms into Cree all come from 
different communities and thus speak different dialects. 

Jerry Saddleback is a Northern Plains (Y) dialect speaker from 
Maskwacîs, Alberta; Willie Ermine is a Plains Cree (Y) dialect 
speaker from Sturgeon Lake First Nation, Saskatchewan; and 
Ida Swan is a Woods Cree (TH) dialect speaker from Pelican 
Narrows, Saskatchewan.  What they put together is an amazing 
body of work that will be useful in Cree Immersion schools.  

 

This dictionary of mathematical terms in Cree is a wonderful 
resource.  

Congratulations to the project team and to the project 
coordinator Arzu Sardarli for providing us with a much needed 
resource. 

 
 
 
Solomon Ratt 
 
Associate Professor of Cree Language Studies 
First Nations University of Canada 
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FROM AUTHORS 

 

Dear Reader, 

 

We are happy to present you the first Cree Dictionary of 
mathematical terms. First Nations University of Canada 
supported this project, which was a challenging two-year 
endeavor. 

Making the first step is always difficult.  Many respected 
scholars have developed different versions of English-Cree and 
Cree-English dictionaries.  Notably are Arok Wolvengrey’s 
work, nēhiýawēwin: itwēwina  (University of Regina, 2001),  
Fr. Gerard Beaudetand’s Cree-English, English-Cree 
Dictionary (Wuers Publishing Ltd., 1995), and  the Online 
Cree Dictionary (www.creedictionary.com). We are proud to 
state this project is the first time Cree equivalents to 
mathematical terms has been done.  

The Dictionary provides the definitions of mathematical terms 
in English.  Much of the challenge was the need to develop 
examples for terms, which meant a visualized meaning rather 
than a direct Cree – English translation.  The mathematical 
terms chosen were from school curriculums of Canadian 
provinces. For the definitions, we referred to the following 
resources: 

 

 
 
 
1. Kindergarten to Grade 8 mathematics glossary: support 
document for teachers, Manitoba Education, Citizenship and 
Youth 
School Programs Division, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 79 
pages, 2009, obtained from: 
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/math/glossary_k-
8/document.pdf 
 
2. Mathematics Glossary - Middle Years, Maxine Stinka, 
Saskatchewan Education, Curriculum and Instruction, Math 
Central, obtained from:  
http://mathcentral.uregina.ca/RR/glossary/middle/glossaryab.ht
ml 
 
3. The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8, Mathematics, Ministry 
of Education, 135 pages, 2005, obtained from: 
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/elementary/math18c
urr.pdf 
 
4. Visual Mathematical Dictionary, K-12, obtained from:  
http://www.mathematicsdictionary.com/math-vocabulary.htm 
5. Toronto District School Board, obtained from:  
http://schools.tdsb.on.ca/asit/standards/btstuff/MathD45.pdf 
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6. Meanings and Definitions of Words, obtained from: 
http://www.dictionary.com/ 
 

We had people assist with this dictionary that need mention.  
We want to acknowledge Elder Jerry Saddleback from the 
Samson Cree Nation who reviewed the dictionary and 
corrected mistakes, and Mr. Nelson Benjamin Merasty for his 
helpful comments.  

We would like to thank Mr. Solomon Ratt, professor of First 
Nations University of Canada for editing the Cree words of the 
Dictionary.   

We also thank Jessica Ruszkowski, the student of the First 
Nations University of Canada for her wonderful art work used 
in the design of cover pages.  

Last, but not least we would like to thank our colleagues from 
First Nations University of Canada for their great support. 

We are very happy to be a first team of pioneers attempting to 
determine the Cree translation of mathematical terms for 
elementary classes.  However, we understand that being first 
may also cause making mistakes.  Our team is willing to 
continue working on the Dictionary, and we would deeply 
appreciate your feedback regarding its present version. This 
would help us to improve the Dictionary. You can send your 
comments by email to Dr. Arzu Sardarli, asardarli@fnuniv.ca 

We hope the Dictionary will be useful for Mathematics 
teachers, as well as their students. 

 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Willie Ermine 
Arzu Sardarli 
Ida Swan 
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English Definition Example Cree equivalent Note 

add to combine two or more 
quantities to find one 
quantity called a total or 
a sum. [1] 

3 + 4 

akihta, takona  

mâmawi-akihta 

 

addition mathematical operation 
of combining two or 
more numbers into a 
sum. [1] 

3 + 4 = 7 

takohakihcikêwin  

alike having resemblance or 
similarity; having or 
showing no marked or 
important difference. [6] 

 

mwêhci-pêyakwan 

nanâspinâkwan 

 

associative  property of addition and 
multiplication that 
allows the numbers 
being added or 
multiplied to be 
regrouped without 
changing the outcome of 
the operations.  
[3] 

(3 × 2) × 5 = 3 × (2 × 5) 

(1 + 4) + 2 = 1 + (4 + 2) 

ê-wîcêhtâmakahk  

backward directed toward the back 
or past. [6] 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 

asê-akihcikê 
asêhtâtowin 
asêhcikê 

 

before in front of or earlier 
than. [4] 2 is just before 3 

maywêsk; pomaywêsk 

pȃmwayȇs 

 

brackets Signs, "[" and "]", or “(“ 
and “)” used to indicate 
that the operation(s) on 

2 + 3 (7 – 2) + 5 

 

sîhtwahpicikêwina 

cahkipêkamahk 
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the quantities enclosed 
should be worked out 
first or should be treated 
as a unit. Brackets are 
normally used after 
parentheses are used. [4] 

2 × [(6 - 4) × 3 + 1] - 1 
= 2 × [2 × 3 + 1] - 1 

= 2 × [6 + 1] - 1 
= 2 × 7 – 1 = 13 

âyêtaw-sîhtwahpicikana 

pȋhtaw 

asinikȇwin 

 

cent A unit of money in 
many countries such as 
United States, Canada, 
Australia, and New 
Zealand. [4] 

 pîwâpiskos  

coefficient A constant that 
multiplies a variable. [1] 

in 3x + 4y = 14,  

3 is the coefficient of x and  

4 is the coefficient of y 

akihtâson  

tipȇw 

akihta 

 

coin metal money [5]  sôniyâs  

sȏniyȃw 

 

commutative  property of 
addition and 
multiplication that 
allows the numbers to 
be added or multiplied 
in any order, without 
affecting the sum or 

3553
612126




 

pah-pêyakwan êyikohk  
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product of the operation. 
[3] 

compare to state the similarities 
or differences between 
two or more numbers, 
objects, or figures by 
considering their 
attributes/characteristics. 
[1] 

77
81

312





 

mahti êyikohk 

akihcikêwin  

pêyakw tâskôc 

oyapamow 

akihtȃsonȇwin 

 

comparison examination (two or 
more objects, ideas, 
people, etc.) in order to 
note similarities and 
differences [6] 

 

nawac-kisȇhtamowin 

nȃnȃkatawȇyihtamo 

akihtȃstȇwina 

 

coordinate  ordered pair used to 
describe location on a 
grid or plane. For 
example, the coordinates 
(2, 3) describe a location 
found by moving 2 units 
to the right and 3 units 
up from the origin (0, 0). 
[3] 

 

êtikwȇ  

tipahȃkêscikêwin 

 

count 1. to name the numbers 
in order up to and 
including a given 
number  
2. to determine the total 
number or amount. [1] 

1. one, two, three 

akihta/akihcikê  
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2. ten candies

count 

backward

to list or name numerals 
in reverse order [6] ten, nine, eight, …

yahkohtê akihcikêwin

asȇkihta

asȇkicikȇwin

count forward to list or name numerals 
in order. [6] three, four, five, …

akihcikêwin 

yahkohtȇw

data Information that is 
collected first or second 
hand. Data are usually 
numerical, organized in 
charts and displayed by 
graphs. [1]

Names John Ann Cole

Ages 7 5 11

akihcikêwina

nȏkohtihiwê

akihtȃsowina

denominator the number below the 
line in a fraction that can 
state one of the 
following: the number 
of elements in a set or 
the number of equal 
parts into which the 
whole is divided. [1]

4
3

misiwê kahkiya

kȃ-kȋnȇstȇk

denominator 
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difference the amount remaining 
after one quantity is 
subtracted from another. 
[1] 

539   namôya pah-pêyakwan 

ȇ-iskonikȃtȇkihtȇk 

 

different not alike in character or 
quality; distinct in 
nature; dissimilar [6] 

 

nanâtohk  

pȋtos 

pȃh-pȋtos 

 

digit any one of the ten 
numerals: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, or 9 [1] 

digits “3”, “0” and “5” form the number “305” 
pêyak akihtâson  

dime a small coin that is 
worth 10 cents. There 
are 10 dimes in a dollar. 
[4] 

 

mitâtaht-pîwâpiskos 

mȋcȃcȃhco 

pȋwâpiskos 

 

distributive a property of real 
numbers that states that 
the product of the sum 
or difference of two 
numbers is the same as 
the sum or difference of 
their products. [1] 

  7353753   

misiwêstam-ahkitêw 

pȇyakwan 

ispȋhtawa  

kâ-iyihtakwanwa 

 

dollar the main unit of money 
in many countries such 
as United States, 
Canada, Australia, and 
New Zealand. [4] 

 

pêyakwâpisk  

difference 
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domain the set of all possible 
input values for a 
function or relation. [4] 

 

kêhci-osihcikana 

kahkiyaw 

otinikanȇyȃw 

 

eighty 80  ayênânêwomitanaw  

equal the same in size, value, 
or amount. [4] 

 

 
Equal amount 

tipi, pah-pêyakwan 

tipahwan  

tipȃpȇskȃnȇyȃw 

ispȋhtȇyihtâkwan 

 

eight 8  ayênânêw  

eighth 8th  mwêhci-ayênânew  

eleven 11  pêyakosâp  

equation a mathematical sentence 
stating that two 
expressions are equal. 
[1] 

1232
72



xy

x
 

pêyakawan akihtêwa  

equivalent equal in value. [1] 

      

6
4

3
2  

pah-pêyakwaniyikohk  
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estimate an answer that is an 
approximation. [1]  

êyikohk nânitaw 

ȇkwayikohk 

 

evaluate to find the value of a 
mathematical 
expression. [1] 

  207277937453   
kîkway kâ-akihtamihk  

even numbers a whole number that is 
divisible by 2. [1] 4, 26, 420 

âniski-akihtâsona  

nȃh-nȋsw-akihtêkaniwa 

 

expanded form a way of writing 
numbers that shows the 
value of each digit. [3] 

161001002100055206   
taswîkastâ  

mȇh-mȇhcikostȃ 

 

exponent a number placed to the 
top right of another 
number (base) to 
indicate the number of 
times the base is 
multiplied by itself. [1] 

24
 

16222224   

akimohtâ êyikohk  

ȇ-isi-akimȏhstwastȇk 

 

expression 

(mathematical) 

a numeric or algebraic 
representation of a 
quantity. An expression 
may include numbers, 
variables, and 
operations. [3] 

yx
x

2
73

2512

3 




 

kwayaskowêwin 

akihcikêwasinakêwim 

nanâspakihtȃso-

masinahikȇwin 

 

factor factors are numbers we 
can multiply together to 
get another number 

2054  ; 4 and 5 are factors of 20 

42732  ; 2, 3 and 7 are factors of 42 

piskihci-akihtâsona  

exponent 
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factoring A number or expression 
that is multiplied by 
another to yield a 
product (e.g., a factor of 
24 is 8 because 8 × 3 = 
24, and a factor of 3n is 
n because 
3 ⋅ n = 3n). [1] 

 

332236
6424

45205




 xx
 

pah-piskihcipita  

tâpiskȏ-akihtâsowina 

 

fifteen 15  niyânanosâp  

fifth constituting number five 
in a sequence 

 mwêhci-niyânan  

fifty 50  niyânanomitanaw  

first before anything else, 
constituting number one 
in a sequence 

 
mwêhci-pêyakwâw/ 

nistam 

 

five 5  niyânan  

form the manner or style of 
arranging and 
coordinating parts [6] 

standard form: 723  yx  

exponential form: 5333333   

expanded form: 171031005537   

kâ-isinâkwahk   

forty 40  nêmitanaw  

four 4  nêwo  

fourth constituting number four 
in a sequence 

 mwêhci-nêwâyihk  

fourteen 14  nêwosâp  

fraction a ratio of numbers or 
variables 73

12,
2

,
5
3

2 


x
x

y
x  
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graph a visual representation 
of data. [3] 

 

ê-isinâkwahk 

 

(see “form”) 

group any collection or 
assemblage of persons 
or things [6] 

                           

kâ-mâmawi-akihtîki  

horizontal a line extending left and 
right without extending 
up and down; a line 
parallel to the horizon. 
[1] 

 
kisipaskihk  

hundred 100  mitâtahtomitanaw  

inequality a mathematical 
statement indicating that 
two quantities (or 
expressions) are not in 
balance. [1] 

57
4
312





x  

pâtos akihtêwa  

namôya 

tîpasinahikȃtȇwa 

 

input contribution of 
information, ideas, 
opinions, or the like. [6]  

ascikê  

ȇ-takȏwȃhtȇk 

 

Horizontal line 
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integer the set of numbers 
consisting of the whole 
numbers (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 
. . .), their opposites 
(e.g., —1, —2, —3, —
4, . . .), and 0. [1] 

120,0,5,17  

kihci-akihtâsona 

misiwȇ-akihtâsowina 

 

inverse an element of a set that 
gives the identity 
element when combined 
with another given 
element. [4] 

5 is the inverse of 5 with respect to addition 

5
1  is the inverse of 5 with respect to multiplication 

kwêski-akihtâson 

kwȇskasinahkȇstê-

akihtȃsowin 

 

less a smaller amount; The 
symbol “<” means “less 
than” 

11
72




x
 

âstamêhk  

âstamêhkohk 

 

like  of the same form, 
appearance, kind, 
character, amount. [6] 

 
mwêhci-pêyakwan 

nanâspinȃkwan 

 

line an infinite set of points 
in opposite directions 
forming a straight path; 
it has only one 
dimension, length. [1] 

 

tipâhpâniyâpiy, 

tipâhpân, 

tipâhpêhkinikan, 

tipâhpân 

 

match a person or thing that is 
an exact counterpart of 
another. [6] 

 
tîpihtin  

nanâspinȃkwan 

 

minus refers to subtraction or 
the symbol of 
subtraction. [1] 

 

kâ-otinamihk pahki 

pahki otinamâkêwin  

kȃ-ȃtihtaw-asinikȃtȇk 
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money coins and paper bills 
used for buying and 
selling. [5] 

 

sôniyâw 

masinahikanêkin, 

sôniyâwasinahikanêkin 

 

more greater in number, size, 
or extent.  [4]  

ayiwâk, ayiwâk ohci, 

ayiwâk 

 

multiple the product of a given 
whole number and any 
other whole number. [1] 

18 is a multiple of 6 (since 6 × 3 = 18). 
18 is a multiple of 18 (since 18 × 1 = 18). 

18 is NOT a multiple of 8. 

piskihc-akihtâsona 

tîpȇwakihtȃson 

 

nine 9  kêkâ-mitâtaht  

nineteen 19  kêkâ-mitâtahtosâp  

ninety 90  kêkâ-mitâtahtomitanaw  

ninth 9th  mwêhci-kêkâmitâtaht  

number the concept of an 
amount, quantity, or 
how many items there 
are in a collection. [1] 

 

akihtâson  

number line a line (vertical or 
horizontal) on which 
each point represents a 
number. [1] 

 

akihtāson tîpapêkinikan  

numerator the number above the 
line in a fraction that can 
state one of the 
following: the number 
of elements taken from a 
set or from equal parts  

4
3  

kȇtahtwayakihtȇk  

numerator 
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numerical involving numbers or a 
number system. [1]  

akihtâsowispita  

itahto-akihtâsowin 

 

numerical 

expression 

any combination of 
numerals and/or 
operation symbols. 
Also, known as 
arithmetic expression. 
[1] 

35 
4.5 – 1.2 
5 × 4 – 4 

akihtâso-itôta 

akihtȃsostȇw 

 

numerical 

pattern 

a sequence of numbers 
following a rule  

akihtȃso 

masinâsomâkana 

akihtâsowastâwin 

 

object a thing, person, or 
matter to which thought 
or action is directed [6] 

 
pimâmêyihtam 

wâskawȋstâtowin 

 

odd  

 

kîkway êkâ kâ-

wîcêwâkanipayik  

ȇkâ 

ȇ-nahihk 

 

odd numbers A number that is not 
divisible by 2. [1] 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, . . . 

êkâ wîcêwâkanipayik 

ȇkȃ kȃ-nȋswânȃkihk 

 

one 1  pêyak, pêyak  

ones the place value located 
one place to the left of 
the decimal point in a 
number; 

 
pah-pêyakon  

pah-pȇyakowihtȃsostêk 
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shows how many ones 
are in a number. [1] 

operation 

(mathematical)  

procedures used to 
combine numbers, 
expressions, or 
polynomials into a 
single result (e.g., 
addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, 
exponents). [1] 

 

itôtamowin 

wiyȇhtamow 

akihtȃsowin 

 

opposite two things that are 
located or facing 
directly across. Two 
opposite numbers are 
the two numbers that are 
equidistant from the 
origin on a number line 
but in opposite 
directions from the 
origin. [4] 

 

kwêskihtakihtêw 

kwȇskwȇski-

tipȇwakihtȃsowina 

 

order to place numbers or 
objects in a sequential 
arrangement (e.g., least 
to greatest or heaviest to 
lightest). [1] 

 

nâtisahikêwin 

wȋyaskohtascikȇwin 

 

order of 

operations 

a specified sequence in 
which mathematical 
operations are expected 
to be performed. An 
arithmetic expression is 

 

kwayask isi-tôtamowin 

ȇ-isi-akihtȃsowastêhk 

takowakihtȇ- 

âcimowak 
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evaluated by following 
these ordered steps: 
1. Simplify within 
grouping symbols such 
as parentheses or 
brackets, starting 
with the innermost. 
2. Apply exponents—
powers and roots. 
3. Perform all 
multiplications and 
divisions in order from 
left to right. 
4. Perform all additions 
and subtractions in order 
from left to right. 
A common way to 
remember this is to use 
the acronym BEDMAS: 
Brackets, Exponents, 
Division, Multiplication, 
Addition, Subtraction. 
Division and 
multiplication (and 
addition and 
subtraction) are to be 
completed in 
the order in which they 
appear from left to right 
in the expression or 
equation. [1] 
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ordered pairs two numbers, in order, 
that are used to describe 
the location of a point 
on a plane, relative to a 
point of origin (0,0); for 
example, (2, 6). On a 
coordinate plane, the 
first number is the 
horizontal coordinate of 
a point, and the second 
is the vertical coordinate 
of the point. [3] 

 

nahāwatiwa 

kiskinwahokna 

akihtâsona 

ȇ-isi-tîpiskotatȏ-

asimahkȇstȇk 

 

output the material produced or 
yield; product. [6]  

ispayiw/kîsihtâkan  

ȇ-isi-kȋsihtȇhk 

 

outside beyond the boundary of 
or limits. [5]  

wayawîtimihk 

wayawȋtimȃyihk 

 

pair two identical, similar, or 
corresponding things 
that are matched for use 
together. [6] 

 

wîcihitomâkana  

parentheses a pair of signs, "(" and 
")", used to indicate that 
the operation(s) on the 
quantities enclosed 
should be carried out 
first. [4] 

3×(5 - 2) + 1 = 3×3 + 1 = 9 + 1 = 10 

âyêtaw cahkipêhikanak 

sȋhtawisinêh-kȇwinak 

 

pattern a design (geometric) or 
sequence (numerical or 
algebraic) that is 
predictable because 

 

masinâsâwân   
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some aspect of it 
repeats. [1] 

isi-askotomâkak 

tîpiskotȃtȏw-

masinahikȇwin 

penny the coin that represents 
the smallest unit of 
money in the United 
States and Canada, 
which is equal to 1 cent. 
[4] 

 

pêyak-pîwâpiskos  

plane a set of points forming a 
flat surface that extends 
without end in all 
directions. [1] 

 môhkocikêwâkan 

napakipȋhcȃwi-nȇyȃw 

 

point (on a 

graph) 

 

 

cahkipêhikan 

tîpȇwakihcikȃn-

cahkipȇhikan 

 

product 

(mathematical) 

the number obtained 
when two or more 
factors are multiplied. 
[1] 

in 1.2 × 3 = 3.6, 

3.6 is the product 

kîkway kâ-osihcikê 

akihtahk  
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napowȃniskê-

kihcikȇkihtȃsowin 

quantity an amount. [5] 
 

mihcet/êyikohk 

ispȋhtakihtȃsowin 

 

quarter (one 

fourth of a 

number) 

one of the four equal or 
equivalent part [6] 

 

sôniyâs, pêyak sôniyâs 

âpihtaw-âpihtaw  

pȇyak kȃ-nȇwayokih-

cikȃtêk 

 

range the set of all possible 
values for the output of 
the function. [4] 

 
iyikok ê-ispayik  

ȇ-isi-tahtipȇwakihtêk 

 

relationship 

(between to 

quantities) 

a connection or 
association. [6] 

 

wâhkôhtowin, 

itâhkômitowin, miyo 

wîcêhtowin 

wâhkôhtamowin  

ȇ-wȋcêyawȇkihtȇk 

 

rule 

(mathematical) 

a principle or regulation 
governing conduct, 
action, procedure. [6] 

 

kâ-wiyasiwâtamihk 

kîkway, tipahikan, 

wiyasiwêwin  

ȇ-isi-

wiyasiwȇwinihkahtȇk 

 

second 2nd  nîswâw  
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sequence a pattern of numbers 
that are 
connected by some rule. 
[3] 

3, 5, 7, 9, …. 
iyaskohc   

seven 7  têpakohp  

seventeen 17  têpakohposâp  

seventh   mwêhci-têpakohp  

seventy 70  têpakohpomitanaw  

similar having the same shape 
but not always the same 
size. If one shape is 
similar to another shape, 
there exists a dilatation 
that will transform the 
first shape into the 
second shape. [3] 

 

pêyakwan kêkâc, 

tâpiskôc 

mwêhci   

ȇ-pêyakwan-wȇnȃkwahk 

 

similarity denoting two or more 
figures that have the 
same shape but different 
sizes. [4] 

 

 

 

 

 

pêyakwan kîkway 

pah-pêyakwan  

ȇ-kȃhtapȃwȇ-nakȃkihk 

 

six 6  nikotwâsik  

sixteen 16  nikotwâsosâp  

sixth 6th  mwêhci-nikotwâsik  

sixty 60  nikotwâsomitanaw  
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size the spatial dimensions, 
proportions, magnitude, 
or bulk of anything. [6] 

 
tânîkohk kâ-ispêhcâk 

êyikohk ê-ispêhcâk 

 

skip 

(counting) 

to count by a given 
number. [1] skip count by 2s: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, . . . 

âniskô- kwâskohtâ-

akihcikê  

ȃswȇ-akihcikêwin 

 

small 

(numbers) 

of low numerical value; 
denoted by a low 
number. [6] 

 
apisâsin akihtâson 

apisci-akihtâson 

 

solution the value or values that 
make an equation or 
open sentence true. [1] 

 

miskawin, 

miskwêyihtam 

miskawȃhtowin 

 

sort to separate objects into 
groups according to 
properties or 
characteristics. [1] 

 

pah-piskihc-ascikêwin 

kîkwaya  

piskihtoskȃn 

 

square a rectangle with four 
equal sides and four 
right angles. [3] 

 

 

 

 

kîkway kâ-isawêyâk, 

ah-isawêyâw 

 

square root a factor that, 
when multiplied by 
itself, equals the 
number. [3] 

3 is a square root of 9, because 3 x 3 = 9 

ikokakitâson ocimakahk  
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squared a quantity obtained by 
multiplying a number or 
variable by itself. [4] 

 
ikokakitâson ê-

yahkimotahk 

 

standard  a reference against 
which others are 
compared. [4]  

kîkway kâ- 

nîpawêmakahk, 

pêyakohtâwin 

nȇstawihtȏwin 

 

subtract to take one or more 
quantities away from 
another; to find one 
quantity known as 
the difference. [1] 

 

kâ-pahkwênikêhk  

subtraction   pahkwênikêwin  

sum the result of adding two 
or more quantities. [1] 

 

mâmawi  

kȃ-mȃmawȏkimiht 

kâ-mâmawakimiht  

kâ-mâmawakihtêki 

sônîyâw1  

, 

 

symbol a letter, figure or sign 
used to represent a 
quantity, sentence, 
relation, function, or an 
object or operation. [4] 

 

ê-itwêmakahk, 

kiskinawâcikan, 

kiskinawâhikan 

 

                                                             
1 You need not have this unless talking about money [Solomon Ratt] 
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table (data, 

information) 

a systematic or orderly 
list of values, usually 
presented in rows and 
columns. [1] 

Student Mass (kg) Height (cm) 

John 52 154 

Ann 48 150 

Helene 58 145 

George 61 158 

Jane 51 142 
 

wiyascikêwinâhtikohkân 

tîpahikȃkanȋw-ascikan 

tîpahikȃkanȋw-

masinahikêwin, 

tîpȇwakȇyihticikan 

 

tally a recording of the 
number of items in a set; 
used to keep track of 
data being counted; 
usually consists of 
strokes grouped in fives. 
[1] 

 

kâ-asatahk akihcikêwin  

ten 10  mitâtaht  

tens (number) the place value located 
two places to the left of 
the decimal point in a 
number; 
shows how many tens  
are in a number. [1] 

 

mitâtahtwâw  

tenth 10th  mwêhci-mitâtaht  

third 3rd  mwêhci-nistwâw  

thirteen 13  nistosâp  

thirty 30  nistomitanaw  

thousand 1000  kihci-mitâtahtomitanaw  
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three 3  nisto  

twelve  12 

 

nîsosâp Woodland Cree 
language speakers 
taught any numeral 
over ten as 
beginning with 
‘mitataht nisosap’ 
for the number 12.  
The ones in this 
dictionary utilize the 
‘osap’ to denote 12 
(nisosap) which is 
generally not heard 
in the northern 
Woodland Cree 
speaking 
communities.2 

twenty 20  nîsitanaw  

two 2  nîso  

under  
 

sîpâhk, sîpâ, sîpâyihk, 

atâmihk 

 

unit a reference value of a 
quantity used to measure 
or compare other values 
of the same quantity. [4] 

 

pêyak kîkway  

ka-nȏkihtȃson 

 

unknown a symbol representing 
an unknown quantity: in 
algebra, analysis, etc., 

 
êkâ ka- 

isitawêyihtâkosihk  

 

                                                             
2 Comment from Nelson Merasty 
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frequently represented 
by a letter from the last 
part of the alphabet, as 
x, y, or z. [6] 

kȃ-pakwanȏstȇk 

value how much something is 
worth. [5] 

 ê-itakihtêk  

variable a symbol used to 
represent a number in an 
expression (e.g., 2n + 3 
or to represent an 
unknown value in an 
equation (e.g., a + 3 = 5 
[1] 

 

mêskocipayiw 

êkâ kâkikê pêyakwan 

kȃ-kakȃhtapakihtȇk 

 

vertical a line at right angles to 
the horizon; a line 
extending up and down 
without extending left 
and right; a line 
perpendicular to the 
horizon. [1] 

 kwayaskwaskitêw  

vertices the points of intersection 
of two rays that form an 
angle, two sides of a 
polygon or two edges of 
a solid. [2] 

 

kwayaskwakihtêwa  

whole number a number consisting of 
one or more units, 
without fractions. (2) 

 
kihci-akihtâson  

Vertical line 
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The set of counting 
numbers plus 0 {0, 1, 2, 
3, . . . } [1] 

zero the number that 
indicates no quantity, 
size, or magnitude; zero 
is neither negative 
nor positive; zero is the 
additive identity. [1] 

 

nama-kîkway  
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